Countryman’s diary-media package.
We are built on a passion that holds are heads high.
At the diary both the owners Rob Collins and Greg Willing stand united making the simple idea from
a conversation in 2012 stand proud, with every other shooting publication.
From the tiny acorn we planted in 2012 to the full launch in mid-2013, to the complete rebuild of the
site in 2016, as we out grew the original and had to start the website using a more modern WordPress platform, which allows better reader interaction and multiple screen resolution’s and
customizing levels.
The story starts at the British shooting show, Rob was writing freelance and Greg was Blogging for a
very well-known media company, both having a good chat over a beer or 2 after the show they were
remembering the “Good ole days” of writers such as Archie Coates, John Darling, Jack Hargreaves,
Fred J Taylor and most recently John Humpherys and many more who have left a gap in the media
market.
While remembering these legends of our time they struck upon the idea of a small blog or maybe a
small website.
So with the help of one of Greg’s friends who runs a bank of servers, we set about seeing if we could
maybe just maybe influence the next generation of folk to enjoy our world of fieldsports.
So Both Rob and Greg started putting pen to paper as it were, And week by week a few more
readers turned up and they liked what they saw, so told their friends and so on, then we found out
there is a limit to how much volume a site can handle, so in the later part of 2015 Greg rebuilt a new
site from a blank page to the current diary site, moving all the social hook-ups and other linked
items, slowly moving every article over piece by piece, from all of our text and images and all the
guys and girls that write for us with the full launch going live January 1st 2016.
From the tiny acorn to the now strong sapling we have grown and grown.
Now cruising on our monthly hits and growing every week, we are read from Norway all the way to
New Zealand and back again.
With a steady European and American following, as well as the rest of the world we are happy to
keep spreading the word about our fantastic fieldsports world.

